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Here are details on how to get in touch and how find us. The scenario of an expanding urban university
campus, specifically the expansion of New York University in lower Manhattan, is used as the case study. The
cuter, more comfortable, and more fragmented leisure gardens and al fresco patios of privately owned public
spaces can no longer hold an antagonistic and political public imagination. By understanding this development
as a confluent force Scale proposes a system through which buildings previously thought of as single use
become multi - use infrastructural parts of a much larger architectural object, a single "building made of
buildings". With an architecture that is diplomatic by function and diplomatic by disposition, one experiments
with an agency beyond the single pursuit of public-ness and an escape from the ideological enclave of
positivism. Thus, the thesis explores the use of video media and virtual reality to present an immersive
experience of the architecture. Traditional printed media afford limited potential for experiencing atmosphere.
This thesis asks how post-industrial cities like Buffalo can harness existing industrial and natural processes to
promote growth and change. Away from popular strategies of conceptual and spatial blurring, the thesis
defines an architectural porosity to orchestrate spaces of varying openness, as a nuanced response to both the
embassy's double identities and schizophrenic agendas of city building. How will Gloucester adapt to create a
working waterfront alongside a growing tourism economy? On one hand it is a demonstration of the
architectural understanding of mask. The line, activated through a set of calibrated relationships with the
ground and floating infrastructure, stitches together people within the open core and works against the detritus
of old divisions. At the same time, Hong Kong is transitioning towards an economy driven by retail and real
estate powered by a new private public regime of supplying mobility through its integrated rail property
regime. What becomes of the corpse? One of these proposed elements is the Ice Boom Room which both
repurposes a site and constructs a new building by using a seasonal and industrial process of the controlled
melting of the ice on Lake Erie each winter as an opportunity to connect two neighborhoods year-round.
Within each block is a core that is spatially unified yet distinct from the public front of the street. Through the
study of specific works of architecture, such as Adolf Loos' houses and the development of theater form
throughout history, the project defines several qualities of an architectural mask. We believe people learn best
in a vibrant, caring environment. As the town grapples with death on a suburban scale, it encounters deeply
personal questions as an entire community. The first is a giant landform, a marker on the earth's surface
commensurate with the scale of the second, a labyrinth of chambers carved out of a subterranean strata of
rock. Like most monuments, this one has been designed for a future public, hopefully one that wonders at the
strangeness of us and our economies of frenzied extraction and consumption. The archetypes of the town hall,
in the 12th century Italy, or 17th century New England, functioned not only as the municipal headquarters
with offices and courts, but also in some cases included markets, church, warehouse, museum, pub, etc. This
thesis proposes to bring the realities of our world - its manufactured and manipulated landscapes - into view,
and to accept this as the world that we have to face in the future. Another similarly long-established approach
to daylighting optimizes lighting conditions through the use of computational tools which provide precise
numerical and geometric models of solar rhythms. Critical of the innocence of so-called public space and the
underlying architectural impasse, the thesis offers an investigative commentary on the state of urban enclaves,
while speculating on alternative strategies by designing an embassy, a bounded pseudo-extraterritory and the
epitome of an enclave. However, as an architecture typology, the town hall does not scale as the municipality
expands. Contemporary architecture's focus on communal memory has led to the primacy of a single image or
rendering. Primary to this work lies in the mask's ability to reveal and conceal, and to do so both formally and
psycho-socially. With the rise of the Industrial Revolution came innovations that made mitigating external
conditions convenient and easy. The academic campus often functions like a city in microcosm, requiring its
own services and infrastructure, and having to balance individual identity with a collective sense of place.
They are shielded away from anything adults perceive as dangerous or polluted. This project fashions waste,
ingestion, lounging, and bathing environments as components of our posthuman training grounds. Automation
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and autonomy are no longer antonyms-and our sentience is allowed to flicker between the various realities to
which it is tethered. It is through the production and implementation of this image that the architect can seek
new control over visual forms that capture the ears as well as the eyes. The existing s brick gear house serves
as the mechanical component for the railway and anchor to the embedded history of the complex. Frequencies
layer on one another to create an entire sonic composition, so must the gradients blend together to bring
architecture into being. Most importantly, it functioned as a meeting place for the public. The invitation to
explore sonic movements as architectural experiences comes from the success of these gradients to convey
imagined spaces among a flat image. The pastoral myth has very real ramifications for the identity of the
Randstad, and must be carefully negotiated in any intervention that attempts to change the image or form of
the Green Heart. The administrative parts of the town hall can grow or multiply proportionally with the
population, but the public functions that were originally embedded in the architecture were either pushed out
into the large plaza outside of the city hall, or disappeared entirely. Pythagoras unifies specific rules of
harmony and proportion from sound in order to determine guidelines for pleasant spaces.


